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Parallel programming is the art of writing programs for
computers that perform many operations simultaneously. This
essay discusses the nature of parallel programming without
going into technical details. It uses a sorting problem to
illustrate what it means to solve a problem in parallel,
how we write parallel programs. how parallel computers
execute them, and how fast they run. The author expects
that scientific users of parallel computers may find ease
of programming more important than maximum performance. He
suggests ways to make this possible.
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ASKING THE RIGHT QUESTIONS
As a computer scientist I have been fascinated by parallel
programming since I first encountered it twenty-five years
ago. I welcome this opportunity to explain the essence of
my field to scientists and engineers.
Parallel programming is the art of writing programs for
computers that perform many operations simultaneously.
Parallel computers with tens and hundreds of processors are
already commercially available. Researchers are now working
on computers with thousands of processors. Programming
these machines sounds like an exciting idea until you try
it. It is often too complicated, but for the wrong reason:
Most of our programming languages and computer
architectures do not really support parallellism as well as
they could.
In this essay I will discuss the nature of parallel
programming without going into technical details. It seems
natural to begin by asking some fundamental questions:
What does it mean to solve problems in parallel?
How do we write parallel programs?
How do parallel computers execute such programs?
How fast can parallel programs run?
Can we make parallel programming easier?
I will try to answer these questions by stripping away the
inessentials and penetrating to the core of the problem.
ONE STEP AT A TIME
A well-chosen example is often an important source of
insight. I will use a sorting problem to illustrate the
ideas of parallel programming. Once you understand these
ideas, the example becomes merely a detail in the great
scheme of things.
Bridge players often sort their hands by picking up one
card a time and inserting it where it belongs. This is the
simplest way to sort a small number of cards. But, if you
are sorting thousands of cards, there are much faster
methods.
One of them is called m~~ ~~rtjDg. As early as 1945
John von Neumann wrote computer programs for merge sorting.
Let me describe how you would use this method to sort eight
numbers manually:
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Write each number on a separate card and place the cards
in front of you in any order
8
8
o
o
o
o
o
o
Pick up two cards at a time and put them down as an
ordered pair of cards. You now have four ordered pairs
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0GJ
0GJ
0D
Take the first two pairs
3
and merge them into a single, ordered sequence of four
cards
Then combine the last two pairs into an ordered sequence
Finally merge the two ordered sequences of four cards
each into a single, ordered sequence of eight cards
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This completes the sorting.
Let me explain the merging more carefully. The first card
in the merged sequence is the smallest of the eight cards.
Since the two original sequences are ordered, the smallest
card is the first card of one of these sequences. Take this
card and place it below the two sequences as the first card
of the merged sequence
Continue to remove the smallest remaining card and add it
to the merged sequence until one of the original sequences
is empty
r--, r--' r--, r--,
I I I I I J I I
I I I I r r I IL __ .J L __ -' L __ .J L __ -,
Then add the rest of the other sequence to the merged one.
The mergesort works by repeatedly merging shorter,
ordered sequences into longer ones. Eight sequences of
length 1 are merged into four sequences of length 2. which,
in turn, are combined into two sequences of length 4, and,
finally, into one sequence of length 8. You can picture the
sorting process as a tree of merging steps
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I have described merge sorting as a segygntial DrQCes~
performed one step at a time. This is indeed how it would
be done on a traditional computer. Merge sorting can.,
however, be speeded up by performing the merging steps
simultaneously on a parallel computer.
RUNNING IN PARALLEL
The mergesort solves a problem by dividing it into smaller
instances of the same problem. The subproblems can be
solved independently of one another. This property makes
the algorithm well-suited for parallel execution.
We can build a parallel computer that sorts eight
numbers. This machine is organized as a tr~~. It consists
of 15 processors connected by 16 communication channels.
The processors and channels are drawn as circles and arrows
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The eight processors on the left are the ~~~ of the
tree. The single processor on the right is the rog! of the
whole tree. Each processor in the middle is the root of a
smaller tree within the larger one.
The eight numbers move from left to right in the tree.
Each leaf receives a single number from a shared channel
and sends it to its successor in the tree. Each root
receives two sequences of numbers from its predecessors and
sends them as a merged sequence to its successor. The main
root sends the eight numbers through a channel in ascending
order. Each processor merges either 1, 2, 4 or 8 numbers as
shown in the circles.
The processors operate in parallel. Processors which are
at the same vertical l~~~l in the tree communicate
simultaneously with their neighbors. Each root holds only
two numbers at a time. When a root has sent a number to the
right, it immediately receives another one from the left.
Meanwhile its successors can process the previous number.
In general when a tree machine sorts N numbers, we will
simplify the discussion a bit by assuming that N is a power
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of two. In other words N is a number in the series
1, 2, 4, 8, ... 1024, •••
7
Since the number of processors doubles from one level to
the next, the total number of processors in the tree
machine is 1 + 2 + 4 + ••• + N. This adds up to 2N - 1. So
the machine needs 2047 processors to sort 1024 numbers. If
N is large the number of processors is almost 2N.
In practice we do not always have two separate processors
and channels for each of the sorted numbers. We often have
a parallel computer with a much smaller number of
processors and channels. We use these processors and
channels to ~lm~lE!~ a large number of slower processors
and channels. This simulation is a crucial part of the
implementation of a programming language for parallel
programming.
GETTING DOWN TO FUNDAMENTALS
A parallel computation may involve millions of small steps.
The mind obviously cannot comprehend such a multitude of
simultaneous events in detail. We must impose order on the
complexity by describing it in terms of a small number of
general concepts. The most important abst~£!j~n~ in
parallel programming are processes and communication.
A ~L9£~~~ is an abstract model of a computation. A
sequential process is a sequence of steps which take place
one at a time. A parallel process is a set of processes
performed simultaneously. And a S~mmYDj£~ion is a transfer
of data from one process to another. These concepts are the
essence of parallel programming. The rest is detail.
From now on we will view the parallel mergesort as a tree
of processes. Whether these processes run on real or
simulated processors is a technical detail.
When you have discovered powerful thinking tools, it
becomes essential to express them in a concise notation.
For parallel computations we need a programming~anguage
which can describe individual processes and combinations of
processes precisely. I will not discuss the merits of
particular programming languages. Instead I have invented a
simple notation which will give you the flavor of a
parallel language.
The simplest processes in a parallel merge tree are the
sequential leaves. A leaf is connected to two channels.
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LEAF
BOTTOM
The procedure
describes an
All leaves behave in the same way_ We can therefore write a
single procedure that describes the behavior of these
identical processes. In a programming language this
procedure might look as follows
LEAFCtop, bottom) =
1. receive(x, top);
2. send(x, bottom).
The notational details are unimportant.
consists of two numbered steps. Each step
action performed by a leaf:
1. Receive a number x through the top channel.
2. Send the same number through the bottom channel.
When a leaf has done this. it terminates and ceases to
exist.
From a user's point of view a sorting tree is a single
process that receives N numbers through one channel and
sends them in ascending order through another channel.
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TOP
9
TREE
BonOM
A closer look reveals that a sorting process takes one of
two forms. A tre e tha t "sorts " on e numbe r only is jUs t a
single leaf. A tree that sorts more than one number
consists of a root process and two smaller trees connected
by a left and a right channel.
TOP
LEFT RIGHT
BonOM
SUBTREES
In this picture each subtree is viewed as a single process.
Internally it may be composed of other processes. but right
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now we choose to ignore these details.
The following procedure defines the behavior of a tree
that sorts N numbers
TREECN, top, bottom) =
if N = 1 IYD LEAFCtop, bottom)
if N > 1 I!!.D
TREE(N/2, top, left),
TREE(N/2, top, right),
ROOT(N, left, right. bottom)
1D J2El:illl~l·
Again the programming symbols are not important. Here is
what they mean:
1. If N = 1 a tree is just a single leaf. The effect of
the command
£~~ LEAF(top, bottom)
is to activate a leaf process with access to the top and
bottom channels of the tree. When the leaf terminates, the
tree ceases to exist.
2. If N >, a tree splits into two subtrees and a root
process running in parallel. When all three processes have
terminated, the whole tree disappears.
The above procedure defines a tree in terms of smaller
trees. A parallel process which is defined in terms of
other processes of the same kind is called a rec~I~ive
Jll:.Qc e§§ •
A root is a sequential process that receives two ordered
sequenoes from a left and a right channel and sends a
merged sequence through a bottom channel. I will omit the
programming details of this process and describe it in
English.
ROOTeN, left, right, "bottom) =
1. Receive the f~rst left and right numbers;
2. Send the smaller of the two through the
bottom channel and replace it by the
next number (if any) from the same
left or right sequence;
3. Repeat step 2 until the left or right
sequence is empty;
4. Copy the rest (if any) of the other
left or right sequence.
Parallelism is
computations into
simultaneously. A
a mechanism
smaller ones
notation for
for splitting larger
which can be performed
recursive processes is
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essential in a parallel programming language. The reason is
simple. In a highly parallel program it is impractical to
formulate thousands of processes with different behaviors.
We must instead rely on repeated use of a small number of
behaviors. The simplest problems that satisfy this
requirement are those that can be reduced to smaller
problems of the same kind and solved by combining the
partial results. Recursion is the natural programming tool
for expressing these ~jyj~~ ~D~ ~2~~~£ algorithms.
A good programmming language has an air of economy and an
element of surprise. The economy comes from using a small
number of concepts: processes, channels and communication.
The surprise is the elegance and utility of recursive,
parallel processes. This wonderful concept can be used not
only for sorting, but also for fast Fourier transforms,
N-body simulation, computational geometry and matrix
multiplication on parallel computers.
HIDDEN COMPLEXITY
A programming language should hide irrelevant details of
computer hardware and support more abstract models of
computation efficiently. You will immediately appreciate
the significance of this requirement if you catch a glimpse
of what really happens when a parallel computer executes a
program.
In a parallel computation the number of processes often
exceeds the number of physical processors. This is only too
obvious when you run thousands of processes on a parallel
computer with ten processors only. Programs that are more
parallel than the computer itself are executed by sWitching
the processors rapidly between processes to give the
illusion that they are executed simultaneously on a slower,
parallel computer.
The simplest kind of parallel computer is a
mul!j~ro~~§~9r which consists of tens of processors
connected to a common memory. A language implementer views
a multiprocessor as a. ~~~~jDE ~~~!~ID with a finite
population of customers (the processes) and multiple
servers (the processors).
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• • •
• • •
• • •
• • •
PROCESSORS PROCESSOR
QUEUES
CHANNEL
QUEUES
In the common memory each process is represented by a small
block of memory called a ~IQce~ I~~ord. This record holds
the parameters and local variables of the process. Each
processor has a separate queue of processes that are ready
to run. The queue is a list of process records chained
together.
An idle processor removes a process from its queue and
executes it until the process, for example, is ready to
send a message through a channel. The processor then puts
the process in a queue associated with the channel.
Immediately afterwards the processor resumes the execution
of another process from its own queue.
When a process is ready to receive from the same channel,
a message is copied from the record of the sending process
to the record of the receiving process. The delayed process
is then moved from the channel Queue to one of the
processor queues. Sooner or later the corresponding
processor resumes the execution of the process.
To achieve the highest performance of a parallel computer
it is important to divide a computation evenly among the
processors, so that all of them can work at full speed
whenever possible. This is called load baj~~ing.
On a multiprocessor it is easy to balance the load, if
the processors share a table defining the lengths of all
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processor queues. When a processor removes a process from a
channel queue, it scans the table and puts that process in
the shortest processor queue. Load balancing is in effect
achieved by letting communicating processes migrate from
processor to processor.
If severa} processors simultaneously attempt to
manipulate tile same queue, they must be forced to do it one
at a time in unpredictable order. So parallelism introduces
an element of chance in computation. The study of machines
with nondeterministic behavior is a fertile area of
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
research in computer science.
A well-designed parallel language enables the programmer
to ignore these implementation details of processes and
communications. However, the programmer cannot ignore the
efficiency of the language implementation.
LIMITS TO PARALLELISM
The parallel mergesort is not particularly efficient. To
understand why. we need a theoretical model of its
performance.
The most critical performance figures for a highly
parallel program are the execution times of process
activation, communication and termination. We will assume
that each of these steps takes exactly one unit of time.
This is a reasonable approximation for the parallel
mergesort written in the programming language Joyce and
executed on a multiprocessor (the Encore Multimax).
It is customary to compare the running time T1 of a
parallel program on a single processor with its running
time Tp on p processors.
For large N the §~rjEl I~Dn1n~ tim~ is approximately
T1 = NCL + 5) units
where L is the number of process l~~~l§ in the tree. T1
includes the activation and termination of 2N processes and
the communication of N numbers through all levels in the
tree. I cannot go into further details here. You will find
them in Brinch Hansen (198gb). For mathematically inclined
readers: it turns out that L = logN + 1, where logN is the
binary logarithm of N.
A tree that sorts 1024 numbers has 11 process levels. It
takes 16384 time units to run the sorting on a single
processor.
The ~LEll~l I~BDjDE tiID~ is approximately
L + 2
Tp = N(3 + -----) units
p
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Most of the steps are now executed p times faster. But
there are 3N steps which cannot be speeded up by the use of
multiple processors. These serial steps can be attributed
to the initial creation of the process tree and the
sequential communications of the root. (See the paper cited
above. )
The following curve shows the predicted running times (in
time units) for sorting 1024 numbers on 1 to 10 processors.
The plotted points were measured on the Multimax.
Tp(units)
18000
16000
14000
12000
10000
8000
6000
4000
2000
o
N = 1024
p
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
The §~~~g~~ Sp = Tl/Tp defines how much faster a program
runs on p processors compared to a single processor.
Ideally p processors should make a parallel program run p
times faster. If the speedup is less than p, it means that
some processors are idle part of the time.
The next figure shows the predicted and measured speedup
of the parallel sorting of 1024 numbers. The approximate
model is fairly accurate.
4
3
2
1
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Sp
N =1024
p
15
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
No matter how many processors you use, parallel merge
sorting cannot be speeded up by more than
Smax = (L + 5)/3
For N = 1024 the maximum speedup is five only. The limiting
factor is the number of serial steps in the parallel
algorithm. This is known as AmgsDl'~ l~. Many other
parallel algorithms have similar limitations.
As you add more processors, the algorithm runs slightly
faster, but wastes more and more processor time. In
practice one should probably stop adding more processors
when
Sp = p/2
since more than half of the processing capacity will be
wasted beyond this point. Consequently the speedup of the
parallel mergesort is limited to
Sp = (L + 8)/6 for p = (L + 8)/3
For N = 1024 the sorting program runs only three times
faster on six processors. And it does not pay to use more
processors. This modest speedup is acceptable for parallel
computers with tens of processors, but not for thousands of
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processors.
After this brief discussion of the nature of parallel
programming it is time to draw conclusions.
LOOKING AHEAD
As we move from tens to thousands of processors, our
parallel algorithms will often be unable to run that much
faster. There is only one way out of this problem: We must
perform numerous experiments with new algorithms until we
know how to use highly parallel computers well.
Scientific computer users, who are primarily interested
in getting numerical results fast, will constantly have to
reprogram new parallel architectures and may become
increasingly frustrated at the difficulty of doing this.
Parallel programs are often written in the conventional
languages Fortran and C extended with subroutines for
parallelism. To my taste these programs are difficult to
read and lack the beauty which scientists expect of their
own research. This state of affairs puts a scientist in an
unreasonable dilemma: should you study the unnecessary
complexity of existing programs or reinvent similar ones?
I am convinced that !b~ IDg~~ im~ortant ~ask j~
cOID~~!s~jQnEl §~ieD~~ j~ ~g IDE~g !D~ ~Iogr~mmipB 2f
~rallel ~~m~~!~I§ ~E}j~I. This is even more important than
increasing computational power, and we should be prepared
to sacrifice some performance to solve the programming
problem. With this important goal in mind, I propose three
requirements for the next generation of parallel hardware
and software.
]~g~jI~ID~D~ 1: Parallel programs must be written in
abstract notations that hide irrelevant hardware detail and
express parallelism concisely.
The essence of parallel computing is process creation and
communication. These basic operations are implemented in
software on most parallel computers. Consequently they are
an order of magnitude slower than subroutine calls in
Fortran. Due to the lack of hardware support for the
process concept. the parallel mergesort is only slightly
faster than the best sequential method for sorting
(quicksort)!
]~g~1rem~~~ g: Process creation and communication must be
hardware operations which are only an order of magnitude
slower than memory references.
In the
programs
future we
which use
can expect to
a mixture of
see highly parallel
process structures
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simultaneously. Sorting trees and image meshes may, for
example, coexist. A computation may also change its process
structures from one phase to another. When a parallel
program spawns numerous processes with changing topologies
it is not meaningful to ask the programmer to specify on
which processor each process should run. This leads me to
the last requirement.
]~£~1I~m~n~ J: Most parallel computers must be able to
distribute the computational load automatically with
reasonable efficiency.
THE DRIVING FORCE
I will end on a personal note. Parallel programming is not
just about computation. It is about beautiful ideas that
happen to be useful. The study of parallelism is driven by
the same powerful ideas as the rest of science and
mathematics. They are the concepts of number, form,
.§.IT an ge.ID~.n.t t ID.Q.Y~.m~n.t and .£h~l}£~. In mathematics t these
notions led to arithmetic, geometry, combinatorics,
calculus and probability. In parallel programming, they
reappear as data, processes, networks, communication and
nondeterminism.
The most enjoyable thing about computer programming is
the insight it provides into the deep similarities of all
creative endeavors.
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